
 

 

 
 

College and Career Exploragories 
 
Facilitator Instructions— Part 1: 
 

1. Hand out copies of the game to each person, but make sure they keep it face down so they don’t start 
brainstorming early!  

2. Once everyone has a copy of the game, give the instructions below: 
a. Each person will have 3-minutes to quickly write down their answers to the categories using the 

assigned letters  
b. For example, if the letter is “P” and they are trying to come up with a “college,” you might write 

Pitzer College or Penn State.  
c. Keep in mind, you are trying to be as creative as possible and identify answers at your table that 

no one else will pick. When we score the game, you will not receive any points for repeated 
answers.  

d. Make sure to ask if everyone understands or if they still have questions. 
e. After setting a timer, tell everyone to GO!  

 
Example: 
 

 
Facilitator Instructions— Part 2:  

1. When you go to do scoring, everyone will be competing against 
the people at their table. Each person will share their answer 
within a letter/category.  

a. For example, they share the answer for the College that 
starts with “T” they wrote down: TSU, Temple, TCC. Since 
there are no repeats, everyone gets a point. When there 
is a shared answer, like “Theology” above, those two players cross it out and do not receive a 
point. Blanks also do not receive points. 

b. Have everyone total their scores and see who the winner at each table is  
c. Ask who the winner in each table is, and then ask who has the highest score in the room! The 

winners will get a prize! 
 
 

Letter College Career College Major Company in PNW Score 

T 
Tennessee State 

University 
Therapist Theology T-Mobile 3 

 

Letter College Career College Major Company in PNW Score 

T Temple University Truck Driver Theology Theo Chocolate 3 

 

Letter College Career College Major Company in PNW Score 

T 
Tacoma Community 

College 
 Theater  2 

Scoring 
• 1 point for each answer 
• Repeated answers = 0 
• Blanks = 0 



  
  

 
Total Score:____________ 

  
 
 

 
Total Score:____________ 

Letter College Career College Major Company in PNW Score 

M      

D      

A      

S      

Letter College Career College Major Company in PNW Score 
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